
 

 

 

 

The expectations of individuals and organizations as they interact with their government have been raised by the revolution of private 

sector customer care. Governments can take advantage of this revelation by using the same customer relationship management (CRM) 

tools and technologies widely adopted within the commercial sector.  This seamless and convenient multi-channel access to customer 

service options can then be used to strengthen citizen relationships by cost-effectively and efficiently delivering prompt, “citizen-

centric” service.  

Microsoft Dynamics CRM helps improve collaboration, communication, operational insight and overall efficiencies. It provides a flexible 

and affordable platform that gives government organizations a 360-degree view of citizens’ and constituents’ information and needs in 

order to quickly and easily resolve inquiries and issues.  Automate and streamline key tasks associated with citizen services, field 

inspections, case management, grants management, licensing and permitting and much more, empower government organizations to 

meet their unique requirements and improve service delivery across all departments and functional areas.  Requirements, and maintain 

fiscal accountability—all with a low total cost of ownership (TCO) and fast time to value. 

A well-defined CRM strategy with Microsoft Dynamics CRM at its center can help governments meet citizens’ expectations for efficient 

and accessible service, all the while maintaining budgetary integrity. This strategy can help in creating opportunities to provide 

extraordinary value to citizens and constituents as well as to workers and leaders; changing the way government runs from within and 

changing the way government interacts with the world.  This transformation requires a strategic approach to make that a reality today 

and sustainable for the future.   
 

People-Centric Productivity Citizen Value Creation 
Government Cost 

Management 

Increase workload efficiencies for staff by automating 

tasks, centralizing data and enhancing business 

intelligence. 

Provide higher levels of service to citizens by 

streamlining interactions, empowering citizens and 

increasing transparency. 

Manage cost proficiently and accomplish more with 

less by adopting tools that integrate with existing 

infrastructure, enhance usability, and provide insight. 

Streamline processes and automate tasks.  Better 

utilize time and resources with modernized processes. 

Automate workflows, reduce administrative tasks, 

minimize paperwork, errors, delays, and wasted time. 

Enhance business intelligence.  Consolidate citizen 

information into one central source with real-time 

updates.  One holistic view of the citizen allows for 

effective tracking accurate reporting, an ability to 

detect issues and discover trends. Eliminate 

duplicative aspects of case handling and data entry.   

Increase ease of access in the field.  Workers can use 

their mobile devices or laptops to access tools and 

information. Including open cases, applicable citizen 

information and even customized business logic. 

Evaluate and manage licensing and permit 

applications, upload photos of code violations, access 

service requests and update status while out of the 

office.    

Increase intra- and interagency collaboration, 

communication and satisfaction. The flow of 

information becomes smoother, accurate, and 

consistent with “one view of the truth”, and leads to 

fewer miscommunications, decreased errors and even 

improved relationships. 

Manage funds and grant requests. Automate grant 

request, review, management, and track funds 

efficiently, effectively, and as planned. 

Provide a comfortable and familiar user 

experience.  Dynamics CRM’s seamless integration 

with other Microsoft products such as Outlook, Excel 

and Word facilitate data handling and correspondence 

handling, so deployment is swift, and daily use 

becomes agile, straightforward and conducive to 

increased productivity.   

Provide quick issue resolution for citizens, a “one-

stop-shop”. Citizens can find resolution of multiple 

issues through one quick and accurate point of 

contact due to centralized, agency-wide citizen 

information. Put an end to extended interactions with 

multiple workers involving repeatedly providing 

information over and over again. Regardless of 

whether information or service requests are made by 

phone or email, via a website or in person, contact 

center staff members can easily access information 

and route requests to appropriate departments.  

Seamless, quick, efficient, citizen-centric service results 

in increased citizen satisfaction levels and 

strengthened relationships between government and 

its citizenry. 

Empower citizens and increase transparency.  Offer 

more self-service options and real-time access to 

information through the use of mobile devices, 

applications and web-based services, letting citizens 

monitor case resolution results, service request status 

updates, personal information and more through 

effective search and tracking tools. 

Improve government offerings to citizens.  

Consolidation of information expands government 

business intelligence capabilities, which promotes 

effective planning.  Government agencies can 

determine deficiencies and wins as well as citizen 

wants, needs and dislikes in order to add, remove or 

adjust offerings accordingly. 

Optimize the usage of taxpayer dollars.  Increased 

government worker efficiency, improved inter- and 

intra-agency collaboration and communication, fewer 

delays, and less bureaucracy translate to spending 

taxpayer money more efficiently. 

Extend existing IT investments with minimal costs. 

Integrate with legacy technology and avoid costly IT 

investments.  Get up and running quickly with low 

start-up costs. Streamlined installation processes 

reduce set-up time and tools that automatically 

update CRM software free IT staff from time-

consuming updating tasks.  Reduce development 

costs with out of the box business functions. Meet 

specific needs with easy, self-service customization 

capabilities.   

Reduce training costs.   Workers’ existing familiarity 

with the Microsoft suite of products equates to 

minimal training costs.   

Simplify enforcement of codes.  Automate and 

streamline code enforcement by linking to licensing 

and permitting.  Obtain a holistic view of violators and 

their histories.   

Save money due to increased staff productivity: 

 Manual tasks become automated 

 Easier data access, analysis and reporting 

 Reduced time spent in multiple, repetitive 

interactions with candidates 

 A comfortable, familiar user experience 

 Improved inter- and intra-agency collaboration and 

communication  

Save money by sharing solutions and services.  

Implement within single departments and expand to 

other areas as resources allow. Create synergy 

between various departments, organizations and data 

centers, share intelligence, cut maintenance 

expenditures and stop duplicative data entry. 

Recruit new businesses to the community. Create 

and effectively manage economic development 

communications and interactions using business 

recruiting and community expansion tools. 

Generate additional revenue via tax compliance 

efforts using analytics and data gathered from the 

licensing and permitting process. 

Help contribute to green initiatives.  Save on paper 

costs and help save the planet. 
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At-a-Glance Chart of Features and Benefits of Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

Citizen Services 
 Provide citizens and constituents with a “one-stop-shop" for all of their needs, efficiently resolving issues and requests 

 Citizens and constituents access information and submit requests via self-service portals incorporating role-based security 
Citizens self-monitor issues from inception to resolution and are notified automatically when issues close  

 Improve customer service by seamlessly tying together call center solutions into a holistic composite framework 

Case Management 

  

 Streamline case management capabilities; creation, assignment and management of cases across multiple channels: 

 Workflows automate case management processes, assign case status, route, escalate, and raising alerts  

 Create and manage queues and assign cases to queues and Track all case-related information 

 Maintain an audit trail of cases for improved oversight 

Grant 

Management   

 Automate grant management processes, track requests, manage funds, review spending, and track progress 

 Manage and report on multi-year projects funded by multiple grants by use accounting capabilities and workflow tools 

 Help ensure accountability and compliance with legislative requirements  

 Streamline the financial aspect of grants management; authorization of funding, payment processing, and invoicing 

Licensing and 

Permitting  

 Automate tasks handled using paper-based manual processes, i.e. licensing and permitting requests and approvals 

 Increase productivity of mobile workers via easy access from the field through the use of mobile devices  

 Simplify and streamline enforcement of codes by automating and linking to licensing and permitting efforts 

Constituent 

Management 

 Streamline tasks using automated workflows, dashboards, and analytical tools and route requests to the appropriately 

 Develop and distribute targeted communications about upcoming events, new services, and changing policies 

 Efficiently manage phone, email, or in-person communications 

 Fuel outreach and recruitment efforts by managing a pipeline of businesses and employment opportunities 

Social Networking 
 Use social networking sites; provide status updates online, track followers and convert tweets into useful CRM data 

 Post messages to Yammer and initiate outbound Skype calls directly from CRM, and include documents  

 Easily track social networking conversations and contacts, and aggregate data for meaningful trend analysis 

 Collaborate internally using activity feeds (blog-type posts) to provide short updates 

Knowledge 

Management 

 Out-of-the-box knowledge base solution documentation and sharing of solutions for self-service or for internal use 

 Keep stakeholders in the loop by using workflow to ensure that key approvers are involved in the review process 

 Consolidate files, documents and notes and attach to any CRM entity, including linking SharePoint document libraries 

Human Resources 
 Manage internal help desk and human resources services via dashboard, portal, and communication capabilities  

 Track employee training and skill development and keep people informed about policy changes, events, and more  

 Help attract and retain skilled staff by giving them a solution that’s easy to learn and use 

Comprehensive 

Business 

Intelligence 

 Pull together all your data for easy analysis in any of the more than 40 out-of-the-box reports covering a wide range of 
areas such as revenue, leads, cases, campaigns, accounts, contacts, events, win-loss, and pipeline 

 Conduct your own analysis, modeling and reporting of data within the system by using a suite of flexible, powerful tools 

 Review and build reports anywhere by taking them offline and import data of any record type into the system 

User Experience 

and Workflow 

 Improve adoption time and eliminate the costs associated with software familiarization, as users are accustomed to the 
Microsoft look and feel due to the standard set of icons and visual components that are utilized across the platform 

 Manage preferences through the entire scope of the application, including access, security, privacy, and communication 

 Implement workflows the way you want to--simple, single step workflows or complex ones, across out-of-the-box system 
entities or custom entities, and across few or all record types, manually or automatically when you pre-determine 

Mobility Over 

Multiple Devices 

 CRM Mobile Express allows access on any browser-based device that supports HTML 4.0 (Windows Mobile, iPhone, etc.)  

 Obtain rich client versions through certified partners 

 Tailor solutions using a powerful Windows Mobile / Windows 7 SDK that provides rich configuration capabilities 

 Enhance mobile analytics, reduce uncertainty and access customized business logic added to your CRM deployment. 

Microsoft Platform 

Interoperability 

 Eliminate application-to-application challenges via CRM’s seamless, native integration with:  

 Outlook—bidirectional synchronization allows up-to-date data  

 Excel-- two-way data transfer translates to easy analysis and reporting 

 Word—easily create mass email or postal mail campaigns with CRM data via integration with mail merge 

 Lync—simplify communications by initiating Lync calls or instant messaging conversations from within CRM 

Platform Security 

and Customization 

Including xRM 

 Build customized solutions on top of the flexible, robust core platform capabilities included with CRM 

 Carry out common consolidation tasks using point-and-click tools included in Microsoft Dynamics CRM, but more 
sophisticated customizations may be carried out using Visual Studio tools and any .NET development language 

 Regulate data access with CRM’s combination of role-based security, record-level security, and field-level security 

 Set up various standards-based identity providers if authenticated sign-on security is required 

 Set up web-based customer or partner-facing portals that connect to CRM and run in your data center or in Windows 
Azure via CRM’s flexible web portal framework 

CRM Online  
 Enjoy financially backed security, data privacy, and  Microsoft-managed upgrades and guaranteed 99.9% uptime  

 Pay-as-you-go pricing that allows you to change capital expenditures into predictable operating expenses 

 Multi-tenant platform to host workloads and apps in a public or private cloud with monitoring and maintenance 




